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Effects of Exchange Rates 
on Domestic Agricultural Prices 

1. Introduction. 

One of the important effects of exchange rate changes is that they alter 

domestic prices. An unsettled question for the agricultural sector is just how 

much domestic agricultural prices can be expected to change for a given shift 

of the exchange rate. The importance of the issue is obvious, given the 

continuous and substantial shifting of the exchange rate since the advent of 

floating rates. 

In a frequently cited paper, Chambers and Just (1979) (hereafter CJ) 

analyze the theoretical relationship between changes in the exchange rate and 

resulting changes in domestic commodity prices. Their work stimulated Quite a 

bit of interest, as is evident from the number of responses to their paper. 

They include Grennes, Johnson, and Thursby: Reed: Bredahl et al.: and Orden. 

The literature also includes CJ (1980), a reply to the first two of these 

responses. 

To understand the effects of exchange rates empirically, we must first 

divine as much as possible from theory. CJ set out to do this by analyzing the 

elastiCity of a commodity price with respect to the exchange rate. Previous 

work on the subject (e.g., Kost: Bredahl and Gallagher) had generally 

considered that elastiCity to be bounded between 0 and -1. I.e., the domestic 

price moves in the opposite direction from the value of the dollar, and it 

moves by a percentage no more than the percentage change of the dollar. CJ in 

their paper reject this boundedness of the elastiCity. They assert that, when 

cross price effects are accounted forI the elastiCity of price with respect to 
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the exchange rate may be more than 0 or less than -1. Their model containing 

cross price effects seems to indicate great~r ambiguity of exchange rate 

effects than previous analyses. To ~upport their claim. they present the 

comparative statics of an exchange rate change. Unfortunately. they present 

their analYSis with a model which contains ihanges in nominal prices but no 

changes in re~l prices and therefore no interesting price responses. Their 

model does not show what they assert. 

In this paper. I correct and extend their analysis. arriving at some of 

the same conclusions they attempt to reach. but using a model of real rather 

than nomi~al domestic price changes and exchange rate changes. The main 

conclusions are: tl) Cross price effects do matter, and can put the exchange 

rate elasticity of a domestic price outside the 0 to -1 bounds. although the 

empirical importance of that phenomenon has sU 11 to be explored. and(Z) a 

change of the real exchange 'rate can take fnany forms, with the form 0' that 
i}?, 

change being at least as important ~scross-priceef'ects in determining what 

happens to domesticpr·ices. In addition to indicating the range 0' possible 

elasticities. the analysis which follows includes simulations to begin 

assessing the empirical iMportance of some of the possibilities. Hopefully 

future work will extend that assessment process, so as to mor'e strictly limit 

what we can expect effects of exchange rates on domestiC prices to be. 

The paper 'contai'ns the introduction and five additional sections. In the 

second seclion, I use the CJ model to demonstrate that the exchang~ rate 

elasticity of' domestic pric'e which they present is irltact not ambiguous, but 

can 'bedeterminedexadly,given the assumpl.-ionsot their mode]. I do this by 

~olving their system for exchange rate effects on all endogenous prices. rather 

than solving only fo,r one in terms of thea'thers. 1 indicate that detrerminate-



ne~s of the model is dependent ~n a crifica1 but ~rbitrary assumption 'about 

riominal foreign income. The fact of this indeterminacy without an arbitrary 

ass~mption 1imitsth~ usefulness of the CJ model for understanding exchange 

rate effects. More critical. howe~er. is the casting of their model entirely 

in nominal terms. The model is not designed to analyze real exchange rate 

sh~cks~ and in fa~t dem~nstrates no price responses to the ex~hang~ rate. 1 

The third section of the paper raises an import~nt issue concerning 

analysis of real ~xchange rates. Results of a simple m~del with three goods 

indicate that ~ea1 exthange rate changes can originate from a wide variety of 

relative price changes among those goods. I show that results of a real 

exch~nge rate shock vary substantially according t6 how that shock originated_ 

The fourth section is a correction and extension of the CJ mode1. 2 The 

analysis incorporates two major changes. First. the model is treated as a 

general equilibrium system and solved simultaneously for effects of the 

exchange rate on all prices. Th~ solution gives each effect in lerms only of 

exogenous changes. In contrast. the CJ solution for a single effect contains 

other endogenous e~f~cts; 

Second. the analysiS is performed in terms of shocks to the real excha.nge 

rate. These shocks to the real exchange rate by defiriition involve real 

relative pricecha~ges. The CJ analysis. b~ contrast. is cast in terms of 

shocks to the nominal rate only. Real relative prices do not'change at all. 

Orden. in a recent paper. a1s6 presents an expanded analysis of the CJ model. 

He makes the point that exchange rate analysis should be conducted in terms of 

real rates. His mod~l i. cou~hed in terms of real rates. and. like this one. 

incorporates nontraded goods. Orden's paper deals with relative effects on 

exchange rates arid prices of changes in c~rrent account balances and implied 

3 



cha:nges' in contemporaneou.s d-isposab·):e income.- His use of C~bb~Dou,glas uti 1 ity 

functions 1 imds the role of Cross price eHects. 11'1 contrast. this papef re

emphasizes the Cross priCe effects f.eatore-d by eJ. but d-oes, so in a model 

allowing. changes hi real exchange rates. The present model Can delnonstrate 

fhat.as C1 maintaii'i>' croSs pr'ice effecfs do rna,tter. and can cause the eX.Cha:.hge 

rate elast:icity of a price to fa'n outside the 0 and -1 !H)i;Hlds. And j.ust as 

inipodant; the form 6f the exchange rate change is CIi' i ti caL As 1 show ina 

ftf'til section contiHnihg simulabons, a given change in the real ~xchange rate 

is c6nsisteht with a wide var'~ty 0' relative pricechan~es •. 

The fifth section uses reasonable elasticities and stylized facts to 

simulate the effects of real exchange rate shocks under a variety of condi

tions. 90th variations in assumed elasticities and ~ariations in sources 01 

exchange rate change are considered. A final section conCludes the paper. 

2. The Cham~ers and Just model. 

to obtain t~efr results. OJ start wit-h an equilibrium condition in the 

niarket for good i. In the work which fo116wsl I denote the good 0' primary

CohCftn a~ 1 rather than i! this can be do~e without los~ 0' ~enerality. The 

condition is that e'xcess supply at home of good t (St> equals exceSi3 demand 

abroad ([).~). ExCeSS supply is a fUndion of all n goods in the economy. 

~.ces~ demand is a 'unction 0' those n goods plus foreign income. There are no 

hOntracled goods •. Thus: 

St M 9(P) and Ot s ,(e.H) 

where p iSB vector 0' the n goods prices in home currency. a is a ~ector of 

thost same prices in f6reign currenCy. and ~ is foreign ihCom~ in 'oreign 

currenCy. The law 0' one price is assumed to ~pp1y to each commodity sO e = 

4 
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pe, whereeis th'e n'ominal exchangerate~mea~ured in f6~eigr( currency per unit. 

of home c~rrency •. 

To obtlHntheir resul'ts,CJ different'iatethiseQuilibrlum condition. 

Thus: 

n .n 

I Et J PJ =I 1U j(PJ + e) + l)tltM 
"J-t . J-t '. 

where Et J = PJ,(,aSt/a pJ ), lit J = Pi (OO{/a pJ ), .lIt.H. = H(aOt /aH~,' anda ""." over. a 
: .. :. . ... 

variable·indicates a proportional change.' (For convenience,'! have altered' 
. . 

somewhat. the symbolsusedinCJ. Also, because elast'icitiesof excess supply 

or demand areundefinedinp:ises where S, = 0 OrOt ::: 0, !u~e .semi-elast'ici:-:-

ties in eQuaJiQn'(l) a~d much of· the analysis following.) 'Rearranging.yields: 

Pl lIl·l 1· , n n 

= ~------ + ---~--- i'lI1J + I (lI1J-:-E1J )(p.)/e) + :-)1H-} (2) 

. Et t -lIl1 . Ell -lu 1. 
J,;, 2 J -2' . . . 

e e' 

As CJ pOint ou{,assu.ming .1JlH - 0 and lItJ = EtJ = 0 for allj t:1 gives: 

PI III t 

e 

This clearly bounds th~'elasticity between 0 and -1. Of course,~b~ assuming 

away th~ cross price and income terms we violate the zer~ degree ~omogeneity 

conditi.ons for .demand and supply. These conditions imply that: 

n n ' 

III H + IlIl J 
J -1 

and L El J = 0 
J -1 

CJrightly point out also that Cross price effects empiric::aTlyarelikely to be 

non:-zero •. Theyco!,)cludefromeQuation (2) t'hat' Pi./e is not bounded between 0 

i. 
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and -1 and in fact is ambiguous. I show below thab given their assumptio.ns. 

its value can actually be ascertained exactly. 

The key is t.o solve simultaneovsly for all the endogenous p.J/e terms. For 

each good. I derive an equation similar to (1) .. The first n-1 of these equa-

tions. stacked and rearranged slightlYl can be expressed in matrix form as: 

[€ - 11] P (3) 

where E and 11 are- (n-1 x n) matrices. with EiJ and'l1iJ equal to p.j aSi,/oPJ and 

p.J 30 i /opJ as before •. Ap is an (n xl)' vecto.r of pj terms. s is an (n x 1) vector 

of ones. and l1K is an (n-1 x 1) vector o.f MODi/aM terms. 1 drop the equation 

for the nth good because Walras' Law implies it is not independent of the 

others. With these n-1 equations and two mote we can solve for Pl/i while 

considering the full general equilibrium aspects of the solution. Note that 

.two addi.tional equations are needed becavse~.(3) contains n-1 equations and n+1 

unknowns. 

The nth equation is the identity for d{sPQsable inCome! 

H 

where Qi and Ci are production and consumption of 900d in the foreign 

country. Differenttating9ives: 

€1M = L Pi Ci de + L eC.I dpt + 2: ept dCI 

Assuming the forei~n economy is allocating its current consumption expenditure 

optimally. then by the envelope theorem the third term on the right is zero.. 

Converting to percentage change form gives: 
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where ~i is the s~are of the ith good in expenditure for cur~ent consumption. 

T~is is the nth equation. CJ make the nontrivial arbitrary assumption that 

no~inal foreign income is fixed. so that ~ = O. In order eliminate one of the 

n+1 unknowns. I follow suit in this derivation. The syst~m of n equations and 

n un knowns in part i.t ioned matr i x form is then: 

I "I I "I 
E - .., , .., , 

A A 

P = s e 
0(' :-(X' 

L -1 L -1 

where 0(' is a (1 x n) rQw vector. and the ith element of 0(' is ~i. 

Zero degree homogeneity of supply implies that Es = O. where 0 is an (n x 

1) vector of zeros. Thus we can subtract Es~ from the right side of the 

equation without altering it. From this. the previous matrix equation becomes: 

r "I I "I 
E - .., .., - E , , 

,A , A 

,p = , se 
0(' -IX' 

L -1 L -1 

Premultiplication by the inverse of the matrix yields: 

A 

P 
= -s 

e 

Each and every price PJ has an elasticity with respect to e 6f -1. 3 

This result seems surprising. However. if we consider the economics of 

the si.tuation rather than the mathematics i.t becomes much less so. In fact, it 

would be more surprising if a change in only the nominal exchange rate should 

change relative real world prices. unless some price stickiness caused differ-

ences in adjustment speeds. This model has no such stickiness: in fact it 

pOSits no adjustment process. Given no particular differences in adjustment 

speed and given the law of one price. one possible response to a change in e 
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is for atl prices in one of the countries to make an exactly Compensating 

proportional change. In the C] mode1"j nominal income in the foreign country is 

by assumption fixed. ihis Could be achieved with fixed real income and fixed 

nominal prices in the fore(gn country. In such a case. all price adjustment 

would take place in the home country: prices and no~ina1 income would rise or 

fall exactly in proportion with the excharige rate. This solution. fixed prices 

abroad and price changes at home exactly compensating the change in exchange 

rate, is certainly possible. Given the mathematics of the model. it turns out 

also to be the unique solution. Notice t~at no effects oh trade or real 

relative prices arise from the change in the nominal exchange rate. 

This analY$is "de~onstrates that, contrary to the findings of C], ~t/~ is 

not ambiguous but can be determined to be -1. The assu~ption ~ = 0 is critical 

for obtaining this particular value. Some other. no less arbitrary assumption 

could be made and a different value would ~.esult. E.g •• assume ~* = D. where 

H* is foreign income denominated in dollars. In that case. sinCe f1 ::: f1* + ~. 

equation (4) would be replaced by: 

r -, r "/ 
E - li 

I 
liS + "111 " I 

A A 

P 
..... e 

cc; : .... cc' s + 1 
L ...J L .....J 

The terms in the right hand matrix equal zerO. the top term because of zero 

degree homogeneity and the botlom because the ~i'S $um to 1: therefore. the ~J 

terms all equal zero as well. Home prices in this example would be fixed: 

prices in termS of foreign currency would have to compensate for the exchange 

r"ate change. 

Other assumptions would lead to still different results. Without some 

arbitrary normalizing assumption. though. equation (3) is indeter~inate. In 



e~onomic terms. we know that when the exchange rate changes. home nominal 

priceswiJl move relative to foreign nominal prices. but without more informa

tion. we do not know how lhe movement will be divi4ed between the two. Qne 

country's prices could experience the entire movement. or the other country's 

·could. or some combination of the two. It is even possible that both would 

move in the same direction. but by different amounts. In orde~ to determine 

the price movements in lhe two countries. it is necessary to impose some 

normalization. CJ's use of fixed foreign nominal income amo~nts to such a 

normalization. Other. just as arbitrary normalizations are also reasonable. 

In the model developed below, the issue disappears because I m~ke rio attempt to 

determine nominal price changes. but an~lyze in terms only of real (i.e .• 

relative) price changes. 

A good reference .on the importance of an arbitrary assumption in models 

with nominal exchange rate shocks is Dornbusch. In a somewhat similar model, 

Dornbusch explores the issue of effects of exchange rate changes on prices and 

concludes that little can be said without specification of some such assump

tion. Although the Dornbusch model is somewhat like that in CJ. it differs in 

the important respect that Dornbusch specifies his model so the exchange rate 

shocks lead to real relati~e price changes. 

3. Causes of Chang~s in the Real Exchange Rate 

To gain important insights on exchange rate effects. it is clear that we 

should focus on real exchange rates and real relative price changes at home. 

The sections which follow do so. In this section I explore an important diffi

culty in such an analysis. The difficulty arises from the need to know the 

form of a real exchange rate change befo~e we can know its effects. A simple 

U.S •• rest-of-world three-good model will illustrate. 

9 
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Th~three goods a~e a traded good T ~~~h p~ice pr, a ho~e rtontraded good N 

with price PM~ and a forei9n nontraded 900~ F with prite PF. In contrast with 

the preceding sectionj here all prices are~denoted in dollars. From these Come 

U.s. and rest of world price levels, in dollars also! 

lhpT fiN ~N "-+ --. pu 

.. " A 

ott PT + OCF' PF - P'R (4b) 

As iJsual we can choose a nume~aire. In order to be able for all prices to be 

in conventional "real" termShwe let the home price level be the hume~aire. 

Thus Pu = 1 and (4a) becomes: 

o (4a) 

The real e~change rate is defined to be I" = pU/bR. From that We can ~evise 

(4b) above to: 

A = -I" 

The three goods also imply three exce~:~ supply equations w:hiCh at-e 

fUhctions of the th~ee p~ices. (F6r simpiicity here I leave out ihcOme le~ms.) 
. .' -' 

With those th~ee equations, plus (4a) and (Ab) above, it would appear that ~e 

have a set 0' five e~uation§ in three unknowns (~N' PTiand PF) plus ~ne 

exogenous variable (r). However, Walrag J Law applies and tUrns out t~ 

eliminate all three excess supplies as independent equations. 

Walra.' Law rests on the presumptio~ tha~ for an individual. the Yal~e of' 

his excess supply lor one commodity must Be compensated by lhe val~e of his 

e~cess supplies of other comrboditie,s. The individual's budget constrains him 

in this manner. If he is able to trade d~eCgood 'oranothei then his ~xcess 
. .'.,', 

supplies for the individual goods n~ed not. ~aCh be zero. His overall value of 

excess supply 'o~ ~11 goods ~ust be zero; however~ Thu. 

L ~ PiSij =0 
j i 

(5) 



, """. 

~ . . 

where j in'dex'esjndivi duals and i indexes goods. Al~~. the total of exces~ 

supp 1 ies summed o~eri n(1i vi dual ~ for one. 966d must be zero • 

I: P,S'J = 0·· 
j 

. . , .... ;' 
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Equation (5) plus· (6) applied to all but the last good. together imply that (6) 

will also hold for that, last good •. Thus (6) for .thelast good is not 

independent. 

This is Walras' Law.' If we divided the goods into two or more.groups. 

with spillover·s of excess supply from onegr:oup to the other not allo.wed. then 

there would be two or more sy~tem~of ex~ess su~plies ljke theo~~just 

described. with the 1 asteQuation.in each being .imp ii ed by the .others. Thus 
.. ". .' .'. . . 

two or more equations! one in each system • wou 1. d be redundant because .of 

Walras' law •.. This diVisiQ~is exactl~ what the'tr~deables-nontr~de~bles 
dichotomy implies for our m6deliThere are three gr~up~. tradeab1~s pl~s one 

nontradeable for· each .country •. In ea.ch tourytry.thenontradeab1es sector is 

insulated from the tradeables; Thus.oner)ontr.ade,able equation for: each 

country, ~lus one tradeables eQualio~ for the two countries together, ere all 

redundant. All t~~e~ o~~he~xcess supply equations ~nt~e system are 

therefore redundant in this ~ase.4 

.. We are left with (4a) and (4b) as a set,of two eQuation~ in three unknowns 
, ..". ."" "'. ' ... ": ,". 

(with f" exogenous).. We need one more eQuatio~tode.ter;minea unique set of 

r:elative prices •. rhereisinsuHiCi~nt ir)for;matiqnin the equations set forth. 

,'. 
so fa~.rn ~artieular'~9iv~n those two, we need.to k~ow exactly what has 

ch~nged fo if'ect lhereal e~change rate. .. . ~ ," 
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One possi'bi]jty is thai prices in the'for,e:ign c,ol-mtry remain constant 

relative to each otne,r, b,ut m,ovetogetherrelative to t!he U.S. pri,ce level 

'(a,ctually, .in nominalt,erm,sthe U.S. pri,c,e':levelcould be the onem,ovin.gL 

S'!J,ch a s iicUa t ion c O'J J doc C.ur, fcOr' example, from a shoc'k in theU. S ,.whi ch had 

little effect on pric,es abroad relative t,o each ,other. ThissituaLion ,would 

imply the eQuation~ 

(7·a) 

Solving thethreeeQuat ions, w.i th 'f" = .1 (a l%apprec LaUon of the dollar , 

yie~ds the solutjon: 

= ,-,1 ., -1 (8a) 

relative to U. S .pr ices by the fu 1] amount of the exchange ratechang,e. 

ReLati ve PI' i c·e,s at home sh 1ft. Gi venth.af re] aU ve tirade,ah les pri'ce.s dN',P and 

the ·overall prie,e level is the numeraire, the ho'me nonlradeab~es re]·ative price 

must rise. with the extent of the rise determined by the slz,es of the two 

sectors. 

A second pos'si!>;i 1 ity is that the real exchange rate ,change ~omesel'llir'ely 
) 

from ashif't in ,PT' perhaps fr·o.m a.c,o,mm,odity price shock-with the't.:;.rei,.gn 

nontradeab1es price PF remainini constant relative to U.S. prices~ 

(ib) 

This case yields the solution: 

•. 
PN fiT IHNen, -1 fIXT' 

~ 

PF (8b) 

In this case the tradeatiles price must move more than proportionally with the 

realexchc;tnge rate. For the whole for'eign price level to shiH .1%, ,with the 

nontradeahles price constant, the tradeables price must shift ~ore than 1%. At 
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. . 

home. since pr declines'PN must rise in order to keep the home pr.ice level 

fixed. 

A third case would be· for r~lative prices at ho~e to stay constant (o~ 

equivalently. for th~ home nontra~eables price to remain fixed). so that: 

~ 

PN = pr (7c) 

The solution then is: 

0 
~ 

0 
n 

-l/ccF PN = • pr = • PF = (Sc) 

In this case the foreign price level changes only because the foreign 

nontradeables price changei. Foreign nontr~deables prices change perhaps from 

money-induced inflat·ion abroad, yet with tradeables prjces abroad pegged t6 

U.S. markets. Home pricesar€ constrained to remain constant overall. as wetl 

as relative to each other. Note that the real dollar price of tradeablesdoes 

not move at~ll in response fo the exchange rate. 

Ingenuity could doubtless pr~duce ad~itjonal cases. Variouscombinations 

of monetary and other events at home and abr~ad. for example. could p~oduce a 

wide variety of p~ssibilities. The point is that to know how a real exchange 

rate shift will affect prices in general. we m~~t know what relative prices are 

changing to bring about the change in the real rate~ Given the three prices. 

there are many combinations of changes in relative prices which can bring about 

a given ehange in tbe real exchange rate~ 

A fertile area for future research would beta go beyon~ the real exchange 

rate fo its. components to see how these components are moved and in turn how 

they affect domestic real agricultutal and other prices. In the remainder of 

this paper. we usually assume the price level of f6reign nontradeables to 

remain constant relative to an index of tradeables prices. Thus we adopt the 

first .ca~e above as our "usua 1" one. 
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i. P~itie ~esPdnse~ {6 Ae~' ~*dhin9. kates. 

in this s~tti6ri we d@~'fib~ ~ ~odet in {h~ §~~fi{ &f OJ, bot usiri§ thiri~e§ 

in tHe rEtalexchari~e fat.e hHher than the nominal. wer·elaih their assumptioh 

of the-laW of one .price .for tra.ded~oods ahd iri€lude honfr·adedg6ods so as td 

alloW for r@ii exchari~e rat~ ~h6cks.~ 

The fnode' i sa {wo~CCidhHy tine with thr·ee goods pr6auced in the Home 

Couhtryand one g.oodprdtluced abroad. the home gooos ihc 1 i;J de a nohtra:ded good 

With priCe ~ii an 8grituitufal e*p6ft good with pfite ~Ai and a seforid e~port 

g60d with priCe ~E' this §ecohd e*Doft good is ihtluded to a.110W fot the 

poss ibii it y 6fcross.priteef#ects ofsobsti tutal> ill {y 6'1" Comp 1 em'entad h. In 

this ~imple mode' the nontraded good serves a~ huffierair@ good; also~ for 

simpiifif.y ~N wit' be treated as the domestic price ievet, ah a§~Uirrpti6n which 

Is not too strong if {he h()ri{tid~d sector t;~Ptises {he tarjest part of ~he 

economy. The foreign count.ry consumes a.d0"1\~st ieal ly produced trade:dgoocl with 

price- Po; as well as imDoHing' the agricUltiJ~~al g06d and the othere~D6r·t good 

from the home couiHry. Adding complexity would imti'f6ve the real iimor {he 

Mod@1r but. woUidn&i ~itef the nature ot the 4ualil~ti~e results. See appendi~ 

A for a moregenef'alrtiode 1 . 

~4uiiibrium conditions ~df the four goods afei 

Si(P A , h, PN; Fifi. MIl> :: 1';), (p;t; pt, P~J Ml} 

where Siana' Oi oeh6te excess supply at h()m~and excess demarld a-~r6ad. Mil and 

fiI'R are home .arld foreign disposable- in'c6fueaHd starf'e~1 QUanti1ile~ ihd'icate 

values i It foreign currency. Zero degree hom'dgeflelty. of dl:?mahd a1' 1 OW5US t.o 

divide ait foreign cUrrehcy va.toe. by e, ih~ nominai exchange rate in foreign 

currency Del' unit. 6f home currency. We can also use iero degree homogeneity to 



divide all p~ice~ and income byPN an~ thus convert lhem to real values. 

denoted by lower case letters: 

Si(PA' DE'. Po, mu) = Di (PA' PE' .Po' mR) 

ThIs model contains two groups of goods. nontradeables at home and tradeables; 

we have left out nontradeables abroad. This is one sol~tjon to the problem 

posed by section 3. In terms of the model of that section. wehav~ eliminated 

one variable (the foreign nontradeable good price) so that equations (4a) and 

(4b) alone would be sufficient to determine a solutiQn~ In. this simpler model 

we can focus on the effects of cross price terms, 

As in section 3, Walras'. Law implies that one elf the equations in each 

group is redundant. Dropping the equations forN and 0. we are.left with two 

equations and five ~nknowns (PA'PE,po.mR' ~nd mu). 

Two more equations come from defining income~ 
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PA CA + PE CE· + Po Co = mR 

PA;A +PEgE+ paSo + gN = mu 

(9a) 

(9b) 

where Ci and gi are consumption of good i abroad and at home. 

Finally. we note that the real exchange rate is r = ePN/Po. the nominal 

rate adjusted for price level differences in the tw6 countri~s. But po = 

PO/ePN. Thus po= l/r; the foreign price level in real dollar"s is the recip

rocal of the real exchange rate. We will treat the real exchange rate and 

therefore Po as exogenous. 

We are left with ihe four unknowns PAl PEl mR' and mu .• and two excess 

demand and supply equations: 

DA (PA' PE' po. mR) = SA (PA' PE' po. mu .) 

DE (PA. DE. Po. mR). = SE (PA' PE' Po, mu) 



plus equations (9a) and (9b). Differentiating these and rearran9ing we obtain 

the systern: 

r ...., r -, 
DAA-SAA DAE-SAE DAm -SA"! 

1 dpil 1 
I I 

DElI -SEA Dn-SEE DEiI -SEll 1 dpE 1 
1 I 

= 
CA CE -1 0 ;:dmR I 

:' 

gA 9£ 0 -1 1 dmu ·1 
I , 

L ~ L -.J 

Note that in the differentiation of (9a) a.hd r9b),· 

l: Pi dc; :::t Pi09;:: 0. by the envelope theorem. 
i . 

r -, 
~OAO +SIIO 

-0£0 +SE 0 
1 

OPo 1 

-Co 

-go 
L.. -.J 

The matrix equation can be solved by inverting the left-hand slde matrix 
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B. which in general will be non-singular. Thep.arameter of part..icular interest 

here is dpA/dpo. which can readily be co~verted to elastiCity form.· Even for 

this relatively simple model the resultin~ solution is a complex combinalion of 

own and cross price terms, marginal propentities to COnSume but 6f income) and 

co~sumption quantities. All sorts of results are poSsible. In the paragraphs 

which follow. I first check the ilnpl ications of stabi 1 ity conditions, and then 

reviews6me.special cases of interest obtained by restricting parameter values. 

TheRouth-Hurwit~ Theorem for Stability (see Quirk and Saposnik) requires 

t.hat ki > 0 , whet-e ki = (_1)i times the sum of all ith order prinCipal minors 

of the mat~ix B. Thus! 

(l1a) 

b - [ COAA - SA A ) (DEE - SEE ) - (OAE - SA E ) (DE A - SEA ) J 

- 2(OAA - SAA) - (OAileA - SAIII9A) 

- 2 <DEE - SEd - (OEiIICE - Se..gE) + 1 > 0 (l1b) 



h = 2 [<DA A - SAIl) ( DE E - SE E) - ( DA E - SA E ) <DE A - SE A ) ] 

- (DAE - SAE)(DE_CA - SEnagA) - (DEA - SEA)(DAmCE - SAmgE) 

+ (DAA - SAA)(DEnaCE - SEmgE) + (DEE - SEE)(DAmCA - SAm9A) 

- (DAmcA - SA_gA) ~ (DEnaCE - SEagE) 
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> 0 (11c) 

k4 = [ (DA A - SAA ) <DEE - SEE) - <DAE - SA E ) <DE A - SEA ) ] 

- DAaI[ (DEA - SEA)CE - <DEE - SEdcA] 

- DE II [ (DA E - SAE)CA - <DAA - SAA)CE] 

+ SAm [ (DE A - SEA)gE - <DEE - SEE)gA] 

+ SEna [ (DA E - SAdgA - (DAA - SAA)gE] 

> 0 <11 d) 

Also, it is reQuir"ed that: 

kl b - kJ > 0 and ( 11 e) 

Some limited conclusions can be drawn from these conditions. First, (11a) 

will be met if own price effects have the usual signs, so that DAA - SAA < 0 

and DEE - SEE < o. These are sufficient but not necessary for kl > 0 . 

Condition (lib) will more 1 ikely be met if cross prjce effects for A and E are 

less than own price effects in absolute value, in the sense that: 

> o 

This condition is neither sufficient nor necessary in general. However. if 

income effects for A and E at home and abroad are zero. so that DAm ~ SAm = 

OEm = SEna = O. then ( 12), together with the DAA - SAIl < 0 and DEE - SEE < 0 • 

becomes sufficient for k2 > 0 . 
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. . . . 

bQ!HI ll)~nHQn.~~ar~tQg~ther ~ ... ·ffi~j~nt,PlJt not n(1]cessary 'pr stability. It 

appears thi!lt here .• as in many in$,tances. $mall~r in~o,ll)~ eff~'ts enhance 

- .~ 

~ 

! ~q +"H'" fori ::Ad:: 
,j If', 10 ,:!E c' .F 

Z f,j +E,~ lor j~A,E 
) ... ,~ , i ,,11' ~J\I 

", 

'tu:.~ "'Eg~ ~~"N ,~ (~H ;,. ,/,€""g )~i;N 
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(13b) will be positive and less than one. The ~A/~ elasticity will lie in the 

o to -1 interval. 

Note. however. that if excess supplies at home of A and E are unaffected 

by the price of the nontraded ~ood. then the ri~ht-hand term is zero and the 

elasticity is exactly -1. Further. if A and E are both complements in produc-

tion with the nontraded good. so that EAN>O and EEN>O. and A and E are substi-

tutes in consumption and production with each other. then the right hand term 

is negative. and the price of A changes more than proportionally with the real 

exchange rate. Such conditions seem unlikely. though they are certainly 

possible. 

Alternatively. from (13a) it is evident that if Cross price effects of A 

and E with respect to Po are zero. the whole elasticity becomes exactly O. Or 

if good 0 is a complement of A and E (and A and E are substitutes), then ~A/~ 

will exceed zero. thus lying outside the 0 to -1 bounds in the opposite 

direction. The price of A will respond counter to intuition. 

A particularly interesting case OCCurs from (13a) if cross price effects 

of A with respect to E are zero and EAO = o. In such a case ~AO = -~AA • 

Equation (13a) collapses to the usual partial equilibrium for"mulation: 

A 

PA 
= --------- ( 14) 

r llA A - EA A 

The response elasticity of PA with respect to r depends only on its own 

price excess demand and supply elasticities. Because formula (14) is appeal-

ing. it is important to remember how many parameter restrictions we imposed to 

get it. (Actually. for this particular result. we can relax the restrictions 

somewhat. It is not necessary for ~EA or EEA to be zero. nor for income 

effects for good E to be zero. The other mentioned restrictions still apply.) 
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It is difficult to generalize about the results we have presented. We 

have shown that in our model the most typical Cross price elasticity values 

lead to chan'ges in export goods prices less than in pr'o;portion to exchange rate 

changes. This is the "typical" expected result. However. we have also shown 

that a:nexport good p,r i cecan "overadj.ust," or it can adjust in the' "wrong" 

direction, given somewhat le.ss usual CrosS price elasticities. This supports 

the original CJ contention that Cross prit~ elasticities do matter and that 

they may lead to domestic price movements outside the 0 to -1 bounds assumed in 

some of the literature. 

It i.s important to point out that the results of this section depend on 

the form we assumed for the real exchange rate change. The results 6f section 

:3 imply that how the rate changes may be quite important. That conclusion will 

be born out in the simulations of section 5 below. 

Since so many resu 1 tsare possible; one must insertactualp.arameters to 

draw any further conclusions. The section which follows contains Simulated 

response elasticities of a~ricultural prices to the exchange rate. I use 

elastiCities from a ,well~known Longmire~M6rey paper, and supply reasonable 

estimates for any additional required parameters. 

5. Simulations. 

This section contains simulations to illustrate the effects of exchange 

rat,e changes on rea 1 wheat, corn, an d soybean pI" ices. The mode 1 i.s that of 

appendixA. To complete the simulation model, three additional goodsara 

specified another traded good (0), a home nontraded good '(H), and a for'eign 

nontraded good (F). Dat~ are meant to re~resent approximately the situation of 

1980. Consumption expenditures used for the mod~l are given in table 1. 

Wheat, Corn, and soybean expenditures are from Longmire and Morey. Total 
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cons~mption n~mbers are based on IMF and World Bank d~ta. The most speculative 

expenditure number to estimate is o~her tradeables. For the U.S. that number 

is set at approximately twice the level 0# imports. For the rest of the world 

(ROW). a similar proportion relative to total consumption is employed. The 

nontraded goods ar~ calculated 8sresiduals. 

The most speculative aspect of the model is choosing the elasticities not 

specified in Lohgmire and M6rey. We are let off the hook to some extent by 

Walras' Law, since it requires omission of one equation from each of the three 

groups (tradeables. U.S. nontradeables. and R.O.W. nontradeables). The le,t

out goods will be "other" tradeables and the two nontraded goods. Elasticities 

used for the base line case are presented in table 2. The own and cross price 

elasticities for wheat. Corn. an'dsoybeans with respect to wheat. Corn. and 

soybean prices are 'rom Longmire and Morey. The others are rough guesses 

chosen w~th the zero degree homogeneity constraint applied. Like Longmire and 

Morey. we in most cases assume the rest of the world elasticities to equal 

those for the U.S. (excep~.of COurse. that in each country elasticities for 

the nontraded good 0' the other are zero). Table 2 presents the U.S. 

elasticities. 

In addition to the elasticities of table 2. the model employs expenditure 

shares generated from table I. as ~ell as pric~ index weights. In these 

simulations, we use the expenditure shares also as price index weights. 

The results of simulating a -l~ change in the real exchange rate are 

presented in table 3. Cas~ 1 indicates results using the base line elasticity 

assumpti()ns. Cases 2 thro~gh 10 are derived in each instance by varying the 

assumptions of the base 1 inecase. Cases. 1 through 6 employ the assumption 

that the price level of the tradeables sector relative to the hont(adeables 
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sector- abroad is fixed. Cases 7 and Sare based on as assumpt i on of a fixed 

nontradesbles price abroad. Cases 9 and 10' are comp~ted keeping the price 

'level of tradeables relative to nontradeab1~s at home fix~d. The ten cases 

thusi11u~trate the effects of changes a10~g two major dimensions -~ variations 

in e1ssticity combinat~ons and variations in the particular set of relative 

priCe changes leading to alteration of the real exchange rate. Table.:1 

indicates the changes in elasticities, high1 ighted with underlining, made from 

the base line case. 

In the base line case a one percent decrease in the value of the dollar 

r-esults in "standard" price movements for wheat and soybeans and "nonstandard" 

price movements for corn and the "other" tradeable good. I.e.l for wheat and 

soybeans the prices change in the approprfate direction by less than the full 

amount of the exchange rate change: whereas, corn and the "other" tradeable 

prices move more than in proportion to the exchange rate. It is impQrtant to 
,}38 

note that. traded goods prices must move o~ average by l~. 

Case? is the "partial eQuiljbrium" case for wheat. By restricting 

certain elasticities to zero, we end up with an elasticity for- .wheat equal to 

the excess demand elasticity abroad divided by the sum of excess supply and 

demand elasticities, Interestingly, not 6nly does wheat end uP with that 

value, but given the restriction~ required, corn and soybeans end up with 

exactly the same value. Again the "other"tradeables price move by more than 

1 %. 

Case 3 is similar to case 1, but with lower Cross price effects of other 

tradeab1es on wheat, corn. and soybean maikets. The elasticities 'or the three 

agriclJltural crops all fall within the "expected" 0 to 1 range. 



Case 4 is obtained by setting income elasticities for wheat, corn, and 

soybeans to zero. As is evident, the Corn price again responds more than 

proportionally with the exchange rate. 
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Case 5is derived by setting cross price elasticities with respect to 

nontradeables to zero. As is evident, the three price effects for the agricul

tural products again fall within the "standard" range. 

Case 6 represents the situation if own price elasticities for wheat, torn, 

and soybeans are doubled. The resulting price effects are very close to those 

of case 1, although all three agricultural price effects move even more closely 

with the exchange rate. 

Cases 7 and 8 represent the "standard" and "par-tial eQuilibr-ium" cases 

computed under an assumption of a fixed foreign nontradeables price. Case 7 

illustrates the importance of determining what particular relative prices shift 

to cause the real exchange rate change. Given the assumptions here, the 

tradeables prices all move by several times the exchange rate change. The home 

nontradeable relative price of Course compensates in the opposite direction by 

a substantial amount. Case 8 is similar to case 7, except that the particular 

elasticity assumptions cr-eate the "partial equilibrium" result for- wheat, Cor-n, 

and soybeans. 

Cases 9 and 10 employ still another assumption about how the real exchange 

rate changes. In this case the horne nontradeables price is kept constant. 

Given that assumption. the price level of tradeables at horne must also remain 

constant. Case 9, like case 7, demonstrates how much differently prices 

respond under different assumptions. In this case, wheat, Corn, and soybean 

prices respond much less strongly to the exchange rate than in most of the 
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other cases. Case 10 is similar to case 9. but with the "partial equilibriu.m" 

results for the three crops. 

What conclusions are we to draw overall? First. it is obvious th~t the 

form 01 a real exchange rate change Can make a tremendous difference in how the 

exchange rate affects domestic prices. Second, the "partia.l eQuil ibrium" case 

can arise, but would seelil t~ a~~ear only under Quite restrictive conditions. 

Third. for cases 1 through 6, prices of the three agricultural goods seem to 

respond on average close to proportionately with the exchange rate, but with a 

fairly wide variety among the various possibilities. Fourth, without more 

speCi'ic kn6wl~dge of the system. it is difticu1t to make broad a priori 

judgments about how exchange rates can be expected to affect individual prices. 

6. Conc1usion~ 

This paper discusses the important Question of how exchange rates affect 

domestic prices. A major aspect is an issu~ raised by CJ: whether in 
:~. 

estimations of price and exchange rate effects on trade. the price effects can 

be expected a priori to be equal to or less than the exchange rate effects 

(with signs specified to take account of how the exchange rate is defined). I 

demonstrate that the formal model used by CJ is not rich enough to answer the 

Question being asked. This is mainly because their model treats the effect of 

one hominal variable on a set of others. with nothing in the model to cause 

real relative price changes. In fact their model essentially precludes a most 

important real price change •. that of the real exchange rate. This paper 

demonstrates that exchange rate effects on prices are determinate in the model. 

but on 1 y because of an arb i trar-y assumpt ion concern i ng n011l ina 1 income abroad. 

Section 3 shifts the analysis to one of the real exchange rate and 

desCr·ibe a critical issue for determining ei.:change rate effects. I show that 



there are many sets of relative price changes which can lead to any given 

change in fhe real exchange rate. In order to understand h~w the real exchange 

rate affects domestic prices, we must also underst~nd just what underlying 

price changes are causing the real exchange rate to move. 

Section 4 concentr-ates on the issue of how er-oss price and income elasti-

cities can change the effects of exchange rates on domestic ~rices. The 

intuition of CJ on this point turns out to be gene(ally valid. When their 

model is replaced by one incorporating real exchange rate shocks, we find that 

results of the shocks depend s~bstantially on Cross price and income elasti-

cities. Also. it is clea~- that. as CJ s~lggests, a domestic price can move more 

than in pr-oport ion to the exchange r-ate. or- it can move in the ""'Irong" 

d i rec t ion. 

Section 5 contains simulations which bear out the theoretical conclusions 

of sections 3 and 4. The simulations indicate that the form of a real exchange 

rate change is Quite important for determining domestic price effects. Changes 

from altering elastiCity assumptions do not appear to be so dramatic, though 

they are certainly significant. The ~ases of price responses outside the 0 to 

1 range appear Quite commo~ly in the simulations. 

These results are important as guides to what constraints on price and 

exchange rate coefficients are reasonable in empirical work. Certainly they 

indicate some important Questions which should be asked in evaluating theory 

and empirical results concernlng exchange rate effects. They also suggest 

important areas for future research. Work should be continued on estimating 

individual own price. Cross price. and income elasticities. Just as signifi-

cant, however. would be more detailed investigation of the form of real 

exchange rate movements and how particular- for-ms differ in their effects on 
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domestic markets. 
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Table 1 

Expenditure Levels for Simulations, Billions of Dollars 

Other 
Wheat Corn Soybeans Tr·aded Nontraded Total 

U.S. 4.25 16.25 8.0 514.0 2087.5 2630.0 

R.O.W. 71.4 36.25 13.0 1925.0 7580.35 9626.0 

Table 2 

U.S. Elasticities Used for Base Line (Case 1) Simulation 

Demand 

Price W C S 0 N M 
Good 
!AI -.2 .05 .05 .1 0 0 

C .05 -.4 .1 .1 .075 .075 

S .05 .1 -.4 .1 .075 .075 

Supply 

W .4 -.15 -.05 -.1 -.1 0 

C -.15 .4 -.3 -.1 .15 0 

S -.05 -.3 .4 -.1 .05 0 



Table :3 

Si~~lated Re§ults 6' 1% DecliNe i~ Exchange Value 6' Dollar 

Case 1 '2. ~ 4 5 
Price 
W .969 .869 .866 .960 .926 

C 1.025 .269 .861 1.005 .$45 
.' 

S .977 .M9 .810 .957 .843 

0 1.001 1.00S 1.009 1.002 1.007 

H .... 260 "'.260 ~.260 ~.260 ~.260 

F 1.000 1.0dO 1.000 1.000 1.000 

Case 6, 7 g 9 10 
Pi" ice 
W .984 3.537 .869 .279 .869 

C 1.017 iLoao .869 .20:3 .869 

s .988 3.736 .869 .235 .869 

0 1.000 4.767 4.941 -.0121 ~.048 

H -.260 ~L227 ""1.230 0 0 

F 1.000 0 0 1.269, 1.268 
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Table 4 
Elasticity Values for Cases 2 Through 10 

Case 2 
"Padial Equilibrium Case" 

Demand 

Price W C S 0 N M 
Gc>od 
W -.2 .Q .Q .Q 0 ~ 

C .d -.4 .Q .Q .Q .Q 

S ~ ~ -.4 .Q .Q .Q 

Supply 
Good 
W .4 .Q .Q .Q 0 -.4 

C -.4 .4 .Q .Q .Q 0 

S -.1 -.3 .4 .Q .Q 0 

Case 3 
Lower Cross Pr ice Elasticities w.r.t. Other Tr'adeab 1 e 

Demand 

Price W C S 0 N M 
Good 
W -.2 .05 .05 .05 0 .05 

C .05 -.4 .1 .05 .075 .125 

S .05 .1 -.4 .05 '.075 .125 

Supply 

W .4 -.15 -.05 -.05 -.15 0 

C -.15 .4 -.3 -.05 ..J. 0 

S -.05 -.3 .4 -.05 .Q 0 



Price 
Good 
W 

C 

S 

Case 4 
Income Elasticitie~ Z~ro 

Demand 

W C S 0 N H 

-.2 .05 .05 .1 o 0 

.05 ~.4 .1 .1 

.05 . 1 -.4 .1 

Case 5 
Cross Price Elasticities w.r.t. Nontradeables Zero 

Demar, d 

M 

o 

o 

o 

o 

:30 
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Case 6 
Own Price Elasticities Doubled 

Demand 

Price W C S 0 N H 
Good 
W -.4 .05 .05 .:2 0 0 

C .05 -.8 .1 d .075 /075 

S .05 .1 -.8 d .075 .075 

Supp 1 y 
Good 
W ~ - .15 -.05 -.5 -.1 0 

C -; 15 ~ .,....3 -.5 .15 0 

S -.05 -.3 ~ -.5 .05 0 

Case 7 
Standard Case. Foreign Nontradeables Price Fixed 

Same as Standard Case ab6ve 

Case 8 
"Partial Equilibrium" Case. Foreign Nontradeables Price Fixed 

Same as Case 2 above 

Case 9· 
Standard Case. Home Nontradeables Price Fixed 

Same as Standard Case above 

Case 10 
"Partial Equilibrium" Case. Home Nontradeables Price Fixed 

Sam~ ~s Case 2 above 
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Notes 
1. The main text corltairH:i disCussion of' theeJ 1979 model. A revised model in 
Cl 1980 is not materially djf'f'erent: appendix B provides a complete discussion 
of that model as well.) 

2. A more general version (,'f this model ispr-esented in appendixA. 

3. Bredahl et 81. make the pOint that the tJ analysis leads to exchante rate 
elasticities a11 equal to -1. However, th~ir own model is incorrectly 
specified since they ignore Wa1ras' Law. One of t~eir equations is redundant 
so their elasticity matrix is sin~ular. 

4. In this modely and in the other ~odels described in this paDer, countries 
are allOtolled tor-un non-zero balances on their trade accounts. ImpliCitly they 
are allowed to borrow from each other. Als6 implicitly there is another 
market, a market in caDital lor possibly in money, as a store of value). 
However, separability is maintained between consumption in the present Deriod 
an d cOnsumpti on in any other period. Ther·efore we are ab 1 e to an"a 1 yze 
Co'nsum~)tiorl allocations within the pr-esent without considering intertemDoral 
cho iCe. As a r-esu lt, we can ignore the pr ices of goods in other per i ods. They 
do not show up in our excess demand and supply functions for the present 
period. Also, the excess demands and supplies for those toods can be left out 
of olJr-syst em. 

S. eJ 1980 includes hontraded goods, but not real exchange rate 
changes. See appendix B for a discussion of the eJ 1980 model. 

~~} 



Appendix A 

In this appendix I present a more general version of the analysis of 

section 4. The number of goods of each type is allowed to vary. Also, home 

and Foreign prjceindice~ pu and PR are deFined covering all consumption goods 

for the two countries. 

I begin with market clearing equations similar to equation (10) in CJ 

1980: 

( AU 

where Sand 0 are n+q+r vectors of excess supplies at home and excess demands 

abroad, p and & are nxl vectors of traded goods. prices, ~ is a qxl vector of 

home nontraded goods prices, ~nd p. is an rxl vector of foreign nontraded goods 

prices. As indicated in section 3, three equations are redundant, one for 

traded and one for each group of nontraded goods. Therefore, I drop the last 

of each group. Converting the prices in the excess demand function to dollars 

(allowed by zero degree homogeneity of S and D) gives ri+q+r~3 market clearing 

conditions in terms of dollar prices: 

S(p,p,mu) = D(p,p' ,mR) 

Differentiating totally and co~verting to semi-elasticities yields: 

(E - ..,)1. + E.mu - ..,"inR = 0 (A2) 

where E and.., are (n+q+r-3) x (n+q+r) matrices of semi-elasticities from the 

independent equations of (Al), E. and ..," are (n+q+r-3) x 1 vectors of semi

elastiCities, and II' = (p ~ p'), an (n+q+rlxl ve.ctor of dollar prices. Note 

the absence of an exchange rate term. Equation (A2) has n+q+r-3 equations and 

n+q+r+2 unknowns. We Can obtain two other equations by differentiating income 

identities. 
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and fi' n + fi' n = mu 

wher~ « and fi are vectors of consumption shares, and c and g are vectors of 

consumptions levels. The envelope theorem impl ies that the second term in each 

equals 0, so the equations become: 

and (A3) 

In addition, two price indexes can be defined as: 

and l.'n = Du (A4) 

where p~ and pu are price levels in the foreign and home countries and 0 and l. 

are vectors of weights, with each country's weights containing zeros in 

positions corresponding to nontraded goods of the other country. The foreign 

country equation can be converted to a dollar version: 

(AS) 

n + q + r n + q + r 

(Note that L lZli = 1 and 

To convert to "real" ter-ms, the home pr- i ce 1 eve 1 will be used as numera i re, so 

A 

pu = o. Finally, I define the real exchange rate as: 

epu pu 
r = = 

" PR PR 

with: 

,-
PR 

,-
= r- (A6 ) 

If we combine relevant portions of (A2) through (A6), we have a system of 

n+q+r+3 equations and n+q+r+4 unknowns (n+q+r prices, plus the two income 

levels, plus the two price levels). To solve the system we need one more 

equation. As pointed out in section 3, including three groups of goods with 

the implied restrictions on trade leaves us one extra degree of freedom. As 

indicated in that section, the restriction I will add is that the overall level 
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of tradeables prices relative to nontradeables prices in the foreign country be 

fixed. Let 0T be an (n+Q+r) x 1 vector. In the first n positions is that 

portion of the foreign price index weights 

applicable to the n traded goods. scaled up so that ~ 0Ti = 1. 
i Ill: 1 

The other .elements are zero. Likewise. let 0N be a similar vector for foreign 

nontradeab 1 es. also sca 1 edup to sum to 1 • with zeros in posit ions 1 to n and 

n+q+1 on. Then our last equation is: 

(A7) 

Adding this equation gives us n+q+r-+4 independent equations altogether- • a 

suff i c i ent number to solve the system. This system can be written in parti-

ti oned matrix form as: 

r 1 r 1 r 1 
A :E - .... E. -1)11 a a n a 

IX' a -1 a a mu a 

fi' -1 a a a mR = a 

1.' a a -1 a Pu a 

0' a a a -1 PR a 
L J 

0 a 0 1 0 a 

: 0~ -0~ a a a 0 
,-
r 

L J 

0 0 a 1 -1 (AS) 
L J 

We can simplify (AS) somewhat by combining some of the equations: 
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r 1 r 
" 

1 r 1 
:e Eii , ,. 0 ~ it ~""'II , . n 

Iif' I) -1 0 
;. , mu , = 

6' -1 I) 0 

1.' 0 0 
~ , 

0 1M . 
J 

~8:t ~0~ 0 0: " r 
'L J 

~ 0' 0 0, (A9) 
L J 

The solution is then obtained by inverting tbe matrix on the left hand 

side. The solution lor ;1/~ is obviously a complex function of own and Cross 

price elasticities. as well as inCome and price index weights. It is not 

obvfoQS, how&vetj whether that elasticity will necessarily lie between 0 and -

1. In the text I present simulated results to evaluate both the possibility 

and the 1ikelihood that that parameter will lie outside of the 0 t6 -1 

int.erval. 



Appendix B 

Following publ ication of the CJ piece. two comments. Grennes. Johnson. and 

Thursby (GJT): and Reed were published. Reed stressed the lack of nontraded 

goods in the original CJ model. In a reply. CJ 1980, the authors sketch out a 

model containing nontraded goods in each country. They assert that the 

addition of the extra detail does not alter the basic conclusion of their 

an~lysis. In this section. I support that assertion al~o with respect to the 

present critique of their model: the critique still carries through. 

Their new model contains the equilibrium condition for excess demand and 

supply! 

Si (p. p , m) = Di ( &, p •• M) 

~here ~ and p. are vectors of nontraded goods prices in the two countries, m is 

income in the exporting country. and the other variables follow their 

definitions in the original paper. 

Let & and p be n x 1 vectors. p be Q x 1, and p. be r x 1. As before, the 

law of one price for traded goods impl iee & = ep. Stack the vectors p. P. and 

p. to form the (n+Q+r) x 1 vector n. (Note! n here contains n+Q prices 

denominated in home currency and r prices denominated in foreign currency.) 

Also. form the (n+Q+r-l) x 1 vectors Sand 0 of excess demands and supplies, 

where $i = 0 for i = n+1 to i = n+Q and Di = 0 for i = n+Q+l to i = n+q+r·-l. I 

drop the last traded good equation and the two last nontraded goods equations 

because Walras' Law implies redundancy. Taking the derivatives aD/an and as/an 

and forming semi-elasticities of the elements gives (n+q+r-3) x (n+q+r) 

matrices ~ and E of own and Cross price effects. Note that some elements of 

each matr i x are i dent i ca 11 y zer·o. Thus J ~i j = 0 where i cor-respon ds to a 

nontraded good in the supplying country and EiJ = 0 where i corresponds to a 

nontraded good in the buying country. Differentiating the equilibrium 



(-n+<I+r)x 1 vector. with 1's in the- ti-rst n+q !)o-sH.tons and z·eros ion the las.t 

r-.Rearrang iog gives: 

a s',l'stern ·<>t n+Q+r-3 equat .ions and-n+Q,+r+2 o,nkn6w:ns. 10 ttl i>s ~ystem we ca'l''I -a-dd 

in the' tor-e-ig'n' and horne ,cou.nl_.r-y 're-s,p'ecttvel'l. with zeros ion spots- c.o'r.r-espo:ri'di:hg 

t,o ,ncmtraided goods of the ot:her country. Then.:: 

r I 

'Out-si'de-the relevant c-oun,try. let l1(. be- a vector of'expenditure sl-rar-'es fn the 

r 
• 
'.-

or' p + DC' se -I' «I e - :Ft' 
'$-

-t- .-J 

To simpl i f'y I use the envelope theorem result ,for an ,opt i.mizing COiU1'lt.r<y tha,! 

DC"~ :: B'9 == o. The I"esulting sfmpl Hied equations are! 
- ;. 
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r- "I 
~ 

0(' 
... + . 11 and B'n (B2) p 0( se = = m 
~ . 

L ....J 

Adding these two to (Bl) yields a system of n+q+r-l equations and ri+q+r+2 

unknowns. The system is not soluble. We are short three equations. 

CJ (1980) would solve this problem by assuming arbitrarily that R = 0 and 

m = O. A neater solution results from using the former but substituting ~* = 

0, where m* is home income measured in foreign currency. Thus, we gain two 

equations. However·, the system is sti 11 indeterminate. 

To gain the last equation, we again assume the price level of tradeab1es 

relative to nontradeab1es remains constant abroad. Thus: 

r J 
~. 

[ ,,~ ,,~ ] 
... 

+ [ ,,~ ,,~ ]se 0 - p - = (B3) 
~ . 

L ....J 

(See appendix A for a. definition of ,,~ and ,,~.) 

Using these assumptions, we can reformulate the system in terms of 

partitioned matrices: 

r J rAJ r "I 
E - lJ E. -lJ" n lJ 0 

6' -1 D 0 D r-"I 
s 

0(' D -1 m = -IX' 0 @ 

1 
0 0 1 0 0 

, L J . , 
(B4) 

0 -1 0 11 0 1 

,,~ -,,~ 0 0 
., 

,,~ -,,~ 0 , 
L ....J L ....J L ....J 

Since Es + E. = 0 and 1 - B's = 0, we can modify the right hand side. Also, 

using the constancy of H, we can alter the left hand side. The resulting 

equati on is: 
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r "I r -1 
€ -- .., E. € - .., €. 

r 
A 
"I r "I 

8' -1 8' -1 , 
1J s I 

" - e 
1)(' 0 m 1)(' 0 1 

L J L ...J 

0 -1 0 -1 

0~-0~ 0 0~-0~ 0 
L ..... 1' L ...J 

Inverting the matrix on the left hand side results in the solution for; and ~: 

r "I r "I 
A , 
1J S I 

A 

= e 

~ 

1 m 
L .....J L -.J 

This is essentially the solution arr'ived at above for the CJ simpler 

model. All prices,' traded and nontraded. ih the home countr·y change exact 1y 

enough to o'fset the change in nominal exch~nge rate. Nominal income also 

changes by that amount. Prices in 'oreign ~urrency do not change. As in the 

main text. this solution follows from the arbitrary assumptions 0' constant 

nominal income level~ measured in foreign currency. 

Other results would follow under other assumptions. For example,i' we 

made nom ina 1 incomes constant in terms of home currency, ther, home PI" ices would 

remain constant and 'oreign prices would change to offset the exchange rate 

·change. 

It is clear from this exercise that it is not the lack of honfraded goods 

in the CJmodel which is its chief limits.tior,. Rather, it is the lacko' any 

mechanism to indicate the presence of real relative price shocks. 




